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Being a cosmopolitan city, Hong Kong's profit-making sector attained 
public awareness and was studied under various dimensions, while its non-profit-
making sector is comparatively absent of attention and analysis. It is the intention 
of the author to utilize management theories to explore one of its voluntary 
organizations - Hong Kong Red Cross. 
Hong Kong Red Cross has many, characteristic features, namely, its 
international mission, its human service nature, its non-profit and voluntary 
services. Each of them will constitute an interesting topic. As a non-participant 
and an outsider of this field, my interest is to explore the infrastructure of this 
organization, and hence correlate it with literature findings under the areas of 
organization structure, planning and control system. It is hoped that the findings 
of this project will elaborate the present setting, and will arouse public interest 
in or awareness of such voluntary organizations. 
In the year 1997，the sovereignty of Hong Kong will be handed over from 
Britian to China. During the run-up to 1997, it will encounter with the change of • 》 
legislation structure, the change of population structure, and the change of social-
economic value. Such changes pose high environmental uncertainty which further 
makes managerial planning and control of a non-profit-making organization more 
difficult. To achieve organizational adaptiveness, the organization must extend 
its search for information both externally and internally. Then, the organization 
iii 
is supposed to be least vulnerable to environmental changes by anticipating and 
responding to them. 
Research of such a topic is in an infancy stage, systematic studies have not. 
been started and, hence, accesses to primary data and . documents are limited. 
Secondary data and semi-structured interviews with the middle management team 
will be employed to get the profile of the organization. Organizational theories 
and management theories will be adopted to illustrate this non-profit sector and 
to suggest improvements to be made. Even the information is of broad scope, it 
is proposed that broad scope information would be useful in serving the diversity 
of decision faced by the decentralized committee head and in alleviating the 
difficulties of planning and control caused by high environmental uncertainty. 
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CHAPTER 1 DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Background Information 
The International Red Cross, concepted by Henry Dunant in his book ‘A 
memory of Solferino，，was realized in 1863 by an International Conference held 
in Geneva. Its basic aim is to hold a voluntary aid society in time of peace, which 
would be organised and ready to succour the wounded in time of war. 
The International Red Cross Society is composed of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (henceforth I.C.R.C.) which is its statutory body, the 
National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and the International Federal of 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. It has its Fundamental Principles (see 
Appendix 1) binding the operations of all components of the International Red 
Cross. 
In 1905 the British Red Cross Society (henceforth the Society) was formed 
by a fusion of the National Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War and 
the Council (the former Central British Red Cross Committee), and was granted 
a Royal Charter of Incorporation in 1908. The missions of the Society are the 
Fundamental Principles. Its general objects are prescribed in the Royal Charter 
of 1908 and 1919: 
-To furnish aid to the sick and wounded in time of war (1908) 、 
2, 
-To work for the improvement of health, the prevention of disease and the 
mitigation of suffering throughout the world (1919). 
One of the Society's services is to maintain a number of overseas Branches, 
in countries which have not yet attained full independence. The overseas British 
Red Cross Branches are so structured that the Branches are governed by the 
Director General (see Appendix 2). Branches are largely autonomous, and the 
Society endeavours to assist them with personnel and funds for development 
projects when possible. For Central Council Branches, their organization and 
maintenance within their areas are generally a matter of themselves and they 
directly report to the Society's Council. Basically they are on their own, with their 
international communications through the National Headquarters.
1 
The Hong Kong Red Cross (henceforth "HKRC"), established in 1950, was 
a branch of the British Red Cross Society. It was originally aimed at to protect 
the activities of the Society in Hong Kong under Ordinance No 73/76，1976 (see • 
Appendix 3). In November 1990, HKRC was upgraded as the Central Council of 
the British Red Cross Society and set up its rules (see Appendix 4) in accordance 
with such directions as the Society's Council prescribes. 
New Challenges 
As an overseas branch in the old days, HKRC used to encounter with the 
1 The International Red Cross Manual, Part I , Apr 1987, 
Section 1, pp.1-3. 
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coming impact and the increasing demand from the society. Its job was mainly 
operational. Strategic planning and administrative operation was put in a minor 
position. Other than some basic problems encountered by most of the National 
Red Cross Societies, for example, to maintain morale in between disasters, HKRC. 
faces some contingent problems by this t i m e . . 
The most important impact is the 1997 issue. Even under "one country, two 
systems" policy, the sovereignty of Hong Kong will change from Britian to China. 
According to the Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross Movement, there will 
have only one National Red Cross in one country. Thus, no matter what kind of 
system, HKRC will statutorily transform from a British Branch to a Chinese 
Branch. In addition to this political issue, the structural and social transformations 
of the community also constitute new challenges. Therefore, HKRC has to define 
its role, to set up its own strategy, to streamline its administration and to establish 
its self-reliance. 
(a) Its role in society 
Even through HKRC earns lot of social credibility through its services, its 
definition of business, whether it is a human service, a health service or a social 
welfare service, is not so clearly figured out. In the United States, Red Cross 
Society is classified as a health service organization. In Hong Kong, HKRC is 
strongly linked with its blood transfusion service while other services are social 
welfare in nature. 
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(b) Its relationship with the National Red Cross Society 
By constitution there will be only one National Red Cross Society in one 
country. After 1997, Hong Kong will be under the sovereignty of China. In the 
meantime it is going to build up its connections with its prospective governing 
authority. Transmitting from a British tradition to a Chinese tradition, HKRC will 
inevitably involve some strategic moves. If only a minimum change is most likely 
to receive, HKRC has to prove itself self-reliance and to maintain its 
independent, neutral and international image. 
(c) Its self-reliance 
As the Red Cross Principles demand the Red Cross Society to be 
voluntary, HKRC is recognised with no doubt on this aspect because of the 
following reasons: 
(i) As a whole, and in most areas, it functions independently of the Government. 
(ii) It receives significant manpower support outside Government sources. 
(iii) It exercises some control in relation to its own policies and practice. 
On another aspect, it is financially dependent of the government. Its 
international policy claims that all Red Cross Branches rely on financial support 
as far as possible on voluntary contributions from the public. Hence it can 
preserve its financial independence and can provide a channel through which 
members of the public and other organizations may express in a practical form 
their sympathy for those whom the society seeks to assist. HKRC, for the time 
being, is largely supported (about 84%) by Government subsidies. Thus, thriving 
for more financial support from the general public becomes a contingent issue of 
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the organization. 
2 ASPECTS OF THE STUDY 
Scope of Study 
As an emergency organization, it is highly subject to external environment. 
Organizational structure should be highly organic, and strategic plan should be 
flexible and comply with its international mission. As a non-profit organization, 
profit is no longer an indicator of performance. Voluntarism also complicates the 
issue since it is a means and an end of its activities. Control should be reported 
in terms of the tangible as well as the intangible benefits. All these factors form 
the dimensions of this study. 
The study is of research purpose; operational level will not be included. 
The basic aim is to study the structure, planning and control in a non-profit 
making organization under a business context. The choice of study areas is based 
on two assumptions: 
1 such areas are major to a organization, 
2 they are preliminary to further investigation. 
Objectives of Study: 
To investigate the challenges faced by HKRC in the current setting, 
To look into its structure, 
To explore its planning policy, 
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To study its control system, 
To correlate its settings with some literature references, To suggest items for 
further study. 
3 METHODOLOGY 
In this study, the British Red Cross Operating Manual, the British Red 
Cross Society (Hong Kong Branch) Ordinance, the Hong Kong Red Cross Rules 
are referred to illustrate its structural framework. 
Semi-structured interview (see Appendix 5a-c) with the administration and 
committee staff is employed as an instant access to explore its planning and 
• control systems. Due to the constraint of time, two interviews, with the Secretary 
of the Youth and Welfare Committee and the Secretary of the Red Cross School 
Committee, were conducted out of the three proposed interviews. The 
information gap is supplemented by the interview with Mrs. Fu, the Assistant 
Secretary for administration (see Appendix 5d). 
Organizational theories extracted from Quinn, Cameron, Greiner, Daft; 
management theories extracted from Gordon, Miller, Quinn, Rohrbaugh, 
Chenhall and Morris, and literature on voluntary organization, such as those in 
United Kingdom, United States, Australia, and Hong Kong are adopted (see 
References) to compare with or assess the current HKRC setting. 
‘
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CHAPTER 2 HONG KONG RED CROSS 
1 ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT 
After the second world war and the takeover of communist China in the 
mainland, the ruin of war and the influx of mainland immigrants brought Hong 
Kong to its difficult time. Disaster relief, prevention of disease and mitigation of 
suffering were the urgent needs of the community by that time. A group of 
English ladies, who were spouses of the colonial officers or foreign merchants, 
organized and participated in some activities in the form of deliveiy of used 
clothes, making of surgical dressing, and offering of occupational therapy. 
Consequently, their job was institutionalized in 1950 as a Branch of English Red 
Cross Society under the Royal Charter dated 1908. Since then, activities extended 
to other fields. 
Before 1950s, blood collection service was carried out by government 
department. However, the local response to blood collection was unsatisfactory 
because such service was regarded as too official. In 1952，blood transfusion 
service was handed over to HKRC in 1952 under its voluntary and disaster relief 
image but with substantial government subvention. 
In 1956，HKRC expanded its service to community work and established 
its Youth and Welfare Department. Now it has about 11,500 membership 
consisting of cadet members, adult members, and senior members. Besides 
8, 
uniform members, there also are enthusiastic associated members who are adult 
members who are not able to fulfil the requirements of formal uniform members. 
From 50s to 80s, Hong Kong proceeded from cottage industry to a-
worldwide trade centre, HKRC also developed with the same pace. Its core task 
shifted from disaster relief to social welfare, and its member body changed from 
mainly foreign to mainly local. Now it is a unique organization for blood 
transfusion, a pioneer as well as a leader in special education for the 
handicapped, a channel to communicate with I.C.R.C., and has a strong uniform 
team for youth and welfare affairs. Its services is divided into four categories: 
blood transfusion, international welfare and disaster relief, youth and welfare, and 
special education schools.
2 
2 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 
Having been upgraded in 1990，HKRC is now a Central Council Branch 
under the Rules of the Society. It shall have its structure consistent with the 
classes of membership determined by the Society's Council. Basically, it is a 
decentralized structure (see Appendix 6) with its committees coordinated and 
governed by its Council. 
The Council is for implementation of decision, appointment and 
2
 Hona Kona Red Cross. Annual Report 1990-1991, and the 
pamphlet of Hong Kong Red Cross. 
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supervision of support staff. It consists of 15-25 members: 
President (Appointed by the Society) 
Chairman (Elected by the Council) 
Director (Elected by the Council) . 
Honorary Treasurer (Elected by the Council) 
Assistant Directors (Elected by the Council) 
Secretary (Appointed by the council) for branch, committee and 
advisory board 
Representative from committees 
Representative from government departments 
It holds meeting monthly. In emergency, the Chairman's committee may 
hold office in the name and on behalf of the Council. The Chairman's committee 
consists of the Chairman, the Director, the Honorary Treasurer, and the 
Secretary. In assistance with the Council, there is an Advisory Board for provision 
of social link and information. In addition to the President, the Chairman, the 
Director, the Assistant Directors, the Honorary Treasurer and the Secretary, there 
are Advisors invited from various sectors in the community by the Council. 
Under the Council, functions are decentralized to committees. Now, it has 
three committees. Each committee has its own system, for example, the Youth 
and Welfare Committee (see Appendix 7). Committee members are appointed 
by the Council. 
10 
3 REMARKS 
Basically, the organizational structure and job description of Council 
members are standardized by the Society. The Rules of HKRC, set up in 1990, 
clearly states the regulations and capacity of the Council, but leaves flexibility to 
the committees. This kind of setting has been criticized for causing difference in 
concepts of the role of the committees and also of their value, and hence has 
resulted friction in communication and relationship in Australia
3
. Here, they are 
clearly defined. With its blood transfusing service supervised by Hospital 
Authority, (Regulations are in a drafting period by now.) and with its Red Cross 
Schools governed by the Education Code, HKRC also established its terms of 
reference for the youth and welfare committee (see Appendix 9). There leaves 
less room for ambiguity in committee role. 
3
 Frances Donovan, Voluntary Organisations: A Case 
Study, Australia:P.I .T. , 1977, p.86. 
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CHAPTER 3 CURRENT SITUATIONS 
1 GOVERNMENT RELATIONSHIP 
Voluntaiy Organization in the English System4 
In the English system, the voluntary organizations take the role to 
complement, to supplement, to extend and to influence the informal and statutory 
system.In relation to the statutory system they may have three kinds of 
contribution to make: 
(a) To extend the scope of existing provision. 
The voluntary organizations have the setting for innovation. New methods of 
treatment may be developed and provides alternatives to statutory services. These 
not only extend the quantity of provision but extend the choices available to users 
of the service. Moreover voluntary organizations extend the absolute amount of 
resources available to the social services by attracting people, ideas and material 
resources that would not have been attracted by statutory organizations. Finally, 
they may offer direct support services to statutory bodies. 
(b) To improve the standards of statutory provision. Where an alternative can be 
offered to state provision, the statutory service is no longer in a monopoly 
position. Moreover the presence of outsiders can prevent possible abuses of power 
and stimulate higher standards of provision. 
4
 The Joseph Rowntree memorial Trust and Carnegie 
United Kingdom Trust, The Future of——Voluntary 
Qraanisations-Report of the Wolfenden Committee, 
London:Croom Helm, 1978, p.26, 
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(c) To supply the missing services. 
Some recognized social needs may be rated as of low priority by statutory bodies 
for various reasons, for example, in the case of pre-school playgroup, or in certain 
kinds of advice and counselling. In such fields, the provision of service will depend 
mainly or exclusively on the voluntary organizations. 
Red Cross in Hong Kong 
HKRC was originally supported by voluntary donations from the general 
public. Subsequently, Hong Kong Government follows its English tradition and 
supports voluntary agencies heavily (see Exhibit 1). Since 1955, the Government 
began to subsidize the blood collection service, the subvention has increased 
yearly and amounted to about 84.2% of the total income of the Branch for the 
year 90/91. Now the recurring income of the blood transfusion service is mainly 
from the Hospital Authority (see Exhibit 2). The recurring income of the Red 
Cross Schools is entirely from the Education Department (see Exhibit 3). General 
Fund is halfly from Social Welfare Department, Hospital Services Department, 
Recreation & Cultural Branch, and Community Chest (see Exhibit 4). Generally, 
the tracing and mailing services are financed by HKRC, whereas those services 
for the Vietnamese refugees is financed by the I.C.R.C. 
2 SOCIAL PERCEPTION ON VOLUNTARISM 
Hong Kong people have shown their generosity in giving donations and 
their willingness to participate in voluntary work in some historical instances. A 
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survey conducted in the eighties by the Association and Volunteer Service 
revealed the motive of voluntarism in Wanchai. Voluntary participation come 
from the perception of helping or serving others for one's good being, other than 
the feeling of obligation to improve the society
5
. The validity of the survey i& 
investigated by comparing with the demographic data of the population at that 
time (see Exhibit 5a-c). Regardless of the high proportion of adult homemaker 
in that home interview, the result can be considered as informative. A few points 
are worthwhile noting here: 
(a) The major motive of joining voluntary work is to help and to serve others, 
other than the feeling of obligation to improve the society. 
(b) Potential volunteers fall between 20-39 age bracket from the working sector 
(production, labour, industrial workers) 
(c) The recommendations made are: 
-To strengthen the current practice in the use of volunteers. 
-To increase opportunities for those who are willing to serve. 
-To intensify the spread of voluntarism among the public. 
3 DISCUSSION 
HKRC is a emergency organization, its strategic plan is subject to its 
mission and emergency needs. Its international connection, home government 
relationship, resources (financial & human)，and organization structure shape its 
5 Association of Volunteer Service, Report on Public 
perception towards Voluntarism, Vol:1981, Hong Kong. 
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posture. How to develop its system adaptively is a key element to success. 
Furthermore, organizations that do not successfully resolve the problems 
associated with transition stage through its life cycle are restricted in their growth . 
or may even fail. As HKRC has successfully passed through its first part of its life 
cycle, it has to resolve the problems associated with its late collectivity stage and 
its early formalization stage
6
. The organization has to consolidate its goals and 
direction, and to activate its control and information systems. 
6 R o b e r t E. Quinn and Kim Cameron, "Organizational l i f e 
cycles and Some Shifting Criteria of Effectiveness: Some 
Preliminary Evidence", Management Science, Vol.29, 1983, 
pp 33-5?? and Larry E： Greiner, "Evolution and Revolution 
as Organizations Grow", T ^ r w d Business Review, Vol:50, 
1 9 7 2 , p p . 3 7 - 4 6 . 
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CHAPTER 4 PLANNING SYSTEM 
p 
1 PLANNING PROCESS 
The planning process of HKRC is of two levels. At international level, the 
Red Cross Societies have to communicate through their Nationals with the 
I.C.R.C. as a coordinator. Activity is prescribed by the National to all its 
Branches, and then implemented by the committees. At local level, the Central 
Council Branch has its autonomy to decide its activities provided their nature is 
in compliance with the Fundamental Principles, the policy of the Society, and the 
local needs. HKRC further decentralizes its planning process to its committees, 
with their proposals overseen and endorsed by the Council. The council approves 
the proposals in view of the above criteria and the branch resources. Hence, the 
Council is the centre of this two flow mechanism. 
As a Branch, a regular planning and implementation cycle is suggested in 
the British Red Cross Operating Manual, and is summarised below
7
: 
1 Collecting information on needs, services and resources. 
2 Analyzing the past and setting priorities for the future. 
‘ 3 preparing and consulting on planning guidelines. 
4 Drawing up the detailed plan and budget. 
5 Budget summaries and decisions. 
6 Implementation, monitoring of achievements and identification of problems. 
7
 The British Red Cross Operating Manual, Part 工工， 
June 1990, Section 11, p.28. 
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7 Reporting. 
2 PLANNING SCOPE 
、I 
The British Red Cross Society has set up guidelines for its Branches to 
adopt deliberate planning process. Each Branch is requested to spend time on 
a thorough planning and budgeting process. The planning context of Branches is 
defined as follows: 
Planning is a systematic process of assessing the current situation of the 
Branch as well as anticipated need，opportunities and problems，leading to a 
statement of what and how much the Branch is going to do，and when, how and 
with what resources it is going to do it.8 
The planning area of the Council is explicitly noted in the British Red 
Cross Operating Manual as: 
-delivering services and training, 
- information and appeals, 
- a n d finance. 
The principal factors for consideration may be: 
(a) The policy of the Society - The long term strategy and the subsequent 
Council decisions. 
7
 The British Red Cross Operating Manual, Part 工工， 
June 1990, Section 11, p.28. 
1 
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(b) Local Needs - The nature of the community will influence the degree of 
priority for some or all of the Branch's services, e.g. urban/rural, elderly, disabled 
people, youth etc. 
(c) Branch Resources - Human, material and financial. The plan should be based 
on a good knowledge of current resources and past performance, and additional 
resources can usually be obtained where clear needs exist.
9 
Though the Operating Manual does not state the committees， 
responsibilities and capacities, each committee of HKRC has explicitly 
established its own reference. For the Blood Transfusion Committee, it is the 
rules supervised by the Hospital Authority. For the Red Cross Schools, it is the 
Code of Education. For the Youth and Welfare Committee, it is its terms of 
reference. Each committee is headed by a volunteer and has its advisory board 
or council for information collection. Needs are identified, ideas are generated, 
and strategies are formulated there. The involvement of volunteers includes 
decision making, bring forward ideas and suggestions, and service activities. The 
participation of volunteer is an advantage to the rejuvenation of the organization. 
• Their mobility provides new sources and timely information to vitalize the 
voluntary organization. 
9
 The British Red Cross Operating Manual, Part II , 
June 1990, Section 11, p.26. 
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3 DISCUSSION 
Planning is usually divided into three levels; they are strategic planning, 
tactical planning and operational planning. Strategic planning involves overall 
* I 
decisions about what kind of business to be in. It is heavily dependent on the 
environmental factors. Tactical planning involves action plan to accomplish the 
objectives developed at the strategic planning level. Operational planning 
involves implementing courses of action. 
In view of the process and scope of the planning system of HKRC, it is basically 
emergency in nature, and inclines heavily on operational level. The strategic 
context is low. Some may assert that no clear-cut policy is 'the virtue of the 
voluntary organization，. In particular, there are constant references to flexibility, 
so that most decisions can be day-to-day and ad hoc. However, despite of the 
strength of flexibility, there are complaints in Australia Red Cross about its 
weakness, the effect of policies cannot be evaluated if it is not clear what the 
policies are."
10
 The lack of clear-cut policies cannot provide adequate 
. eva lua t ion and examination reference which is vital to the maintenance of 
standards. 
Despite of the weakness, the flexibility of a voluntary has its strength: it 
changes as needs change, has one specific goal at a time and preferably no need 
to continue beyond the duration of its own current organizational group. 
10
 Frances Donovan, Voluntary organizations--A Case 
Study, Australia:P•工.T., 1977, p.97. 
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However, it is still possible for a voluntary organization to adopt some long term 
policies to be consistent with its，mission and flexible with its environment. As 
suggested by Donovan, it may increase the degree of voluntary participation, 
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CHAPTER 5 CONTROL SYSTEM 
p 
Control is a major responsibility of management. Organizational control 
is a system that ensures performance is in line with the mission, objectives and 
I , 
goals of the organization. It is a cycle that includes four stages, namely, target 
seeking, measuring and monitoring,comparing performance against standards, and 
feedback
12
. A large portion of organisational information processing pertains to 
control. 
1 COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL 
Information flow is the prerequisite of control. Some sound plans fails 
because of the lack of information. Consultation is emphasized in the British Red 
Cross Operating Manual. The following groups of people are kept informed: 
(a) The Branch Committee which approved the plan, 
(b) The Branch members at centre level who are engaged in implementation, 
(c) Other organizations, with whom the Red Cross is co-operating in particular 
fields, and 
(d) Those who support the Society financially. 
Three groups of informants are stated there too, they are: 
(a) those receive the services, 
(b) those implement the plans, and 
12
 Richard L. Daft, Organization Theory and Design, 3rd 
ed., US:West, 1989, p.320. 
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(c) local authorities and other voluntary agencies. The information can be built 
up from discussion and reports.， 
Furthermore information content should include environment, financial 
t , 
and non-financial. 
Basically, HKRC follows this instruction. Council holds meeting monthly. 
Each committee of HKRC has its own advisory board of professionals and 
experienced volunteers to gather external information. Intra-committee, they 
regularly conduct meeting bimonthly or quarterly and take various forms of 
formal or informal methods to get information. The information flow between 
committee and the Council is regularly through formal written documents but the 
unit report of the sub-committee will not be submitted to this level. 
2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND EVALUTION 
In the profit-making sector, there are many sophisticated performance 
. m e a s u r i n g methods for performance evaluation. They are helpful to realize the 
following objectives: 
(a) To manage the operations of the organization effectively and efficiently by 
maximizing employee motivation; 
(b) To assist in personnel decisions such as promotions, transfers, and 
terminations; 
(c) To identify specific training and development needs and to provide criteria 
for selection and evaluation of training programs; 
22 
(d) To provide feedback to employees about how superiors perceive their 
performance; and p 
(e) To provide a basis for reward allocations. 
^ I 
In the non-profit sector, especially in the welfare sector, it is another story 
because the output is intangible. Donovan, in Australia, identified the pitfall of 
the missing of standards, but admitted that: “ There are great limitation in 
evaluating the cost effectiveness of human service, and sophisticated techniques 
of measuring cost effectiveness can be so complicated that the system becomes 
more important than the objective. The obvious things such as examine balance 
sheets are done, but how does evaluate the contribution of care of the aged...etc. 
to the recipients.
13 
HKRC meets with such problems too. Though the British Red Cross 
Operating Manual suggests the planning in each area should be drawn from 
collecting the necessary information, reviewing the past and reflecting the present 
priorities, usually the quantified items, for example, the amount of blood 
.col lec t ion , the passing rate of first aid candidate,...etc., are attended in its 
reporting system. The intangible items, such as the motive of volunteers, the 
quality of service, are not covered because of the unavailability of assessing 
method. 
13
 Frances Donovan, Voluntary Organizations - A Case 
Study, Australia。•工• 1977, p.154. 
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3 DISCUSSION 
Decentralization is an appropriate structure in a dynamic environment 
where broad scope and non-financial information is required in such settings. 
Previous research also supports that the costs and difficulties associated with 
information processing are reduced by decentralization
14
. For decentralized 
organizations, such as HKRC, facing environment dynamism and heterogeneity 
their information systems should be contingent. Comparison with other Branches 
and other organizations' achievement may be useful, and outside advisers and 
contacts may give a fresh prospectus. It should also be noted that the richness 
and medium of information transfer is graded in a descending sequence: face to 
face discussion > telephone conversation > Written letter/memo > formal 
written documents > formal numeric document. 
In terms of communication, a decentralized organization requires formal 
controls other than informal controls contingency approach
15
. An effective 
accounting information system should: 
. ( a ) produce more explicit reports on the performance of sub-units, 
(b) develop substantial supporting information to enable performance evaluation 
on sub-units, e.g. analysis of costs and measurement of physical units of output, 
14
 Chenhall and Morris, "The Impact of Structure, 
Environment, and Interdependence on the Perceived 
Usefulness of Management Accounting Systems", The 
Accounting Review, Vol:16 Jan 1989, pp.16-35. 
15
 Lawrence A. Gordon and Danny Miller, "A contingency 
Framework for the Design of Accounting Information 
Systems", Accounting, Organizations and Society, 1976, 
p p . 5 9 - 6 9 . 
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(c) encompasses a sophisticated planning and control system. 
As the degree of decentralization is high, it needs a powerful coordinative 
device. The system should: 
’ I . 
(a) incorporate corporate plans and budgets to each sub-unit, 
(b) present information to managers of sub-units on some vital matters 
concerning other units. 
As bureaucratization is established at the same time, to get rid of its 
dysfunctional side effects, the system should: 
1 prompt managers to flexible responses by providing quantitative and qualitative 
formation on the environment, 
2 inform managers of diversifying conditions. 
In terms of performance evaluation, HKRC is of flexible structure and its 
achievement can be external as well as internal. Under this setting, the competing 
values approach
16
 combining the diverse indicators of performance seems to be 
more appropriate to measure organizational effectiveness. The dominant value 
of such an organization is the establishment of good relationship with the 
environment to acquire resources and grow. Its another concern is the 
development of human resources, moral, training and cohesion. 
16
 Robert E. Quinn and John Rohrbaugh, "A spa t ia l Model 
of Effect iveness Cr i te r ia : Toward a Competing Values 
Approach to Organizational Analysis", Management Science, 
Vol：29f 1983, pp. 363-377. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 
As strategic planning began to grow and is now fairly widespread 
throughout business, the basic aim of this study is to employ such business tool 
to explore the structure, planning and control system of a non-profit making 
organization. 
1 ABOUT STRUCTURE 
The basic structure of HKRC is standardized by the International 
constitution. Its operation is decentralized. As Mintzerberg asserted that the 
more dynamic the environment, the more organic the structure; the more 
complex the environment, the more decentralized is the structure. Research also 
supports that the cost and difficulties associated with information processing are 
reduced by decentralization
17
. Thus, in this point of view, HKRC can be 
regarded as a good structural example of an emergency organization. 
2 ABOUT PLANNING 
The local services of HKRC are emerged and developed from a historical 
background and from social needs. Its government relationship follows its English 
style. By 1997，high uncertainty exits about the implementation of the "one 
17
 Chenhall, R. H. and D. Morris, "The impact of 
Structure, Environment, and Interdependence on the 
Perceived Usefulness of Management Accounting Systems", The 
Accounting Review, Vol:61 Jan 1989, pp.16-35. 
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country, two systems" policy. Will the new government assume the same 
responsibility for social needs? Will the new government be so involved in the 
p 
blood collection service, or social welfare activities? The past performance of 
the China Red Cross is found stressing on the health services and hygiene 
education. Though it is believed that the China Red Cross will continue to 
recognize the autonomy of HKRC as far as possible, the transformation of 
tradition is still masked with uncertainty. Furthermore social welfare spending is 
vulnerable to budget cut. As British Red Cross Society claimed that it would be 
helpful if the government could make a clear declaration of the criteria within 
which financial aid could expected by a voluntary organization
18
, it becomes 
urgent for HKRC to establish a perspective view on its resources facing the new 
challenges. 
Being a Branch to the British Red Cross Society, the setting of HKRC is 
appropriate to its current existence. However as greater autonomy is granted by 
the Society envisaging the coming dynamism of environment, the planning scope 
^ of HKRC may increase somewhat its strategic context. 
To be self-reliance, HKRC should exploit all its potential resources. It 
• should widen its volunteer base and increase its financial support. Even in the 
States, fund raising is of first priority in charity organizations. Inefficiency in 
spending expenditure is always the target of criticism. So its National Information 
18 T h e Joseph Rowntree Memorial Trust and Carnegie 
United Kingdom Trust, The_Future——of_Voluntary 
or-^nisationfi-Peport of the Wolfenden——Committee, 
London:Croom Helm, 1978, p.88. 
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Bureau (NIB) has a 30% maximum-for-fund-raising rule, and it is accepted that 
a well run organization should spend less than 25% on administrative and fund 
raising costs
19
. Its Red Cross comes on top of the most efficient list, with its 
administrative cost as low as 6% and its fund rasing cost as low as 2%, because 
of its standardization of operation, government support, and social credibility
20
. 
On this aspect HKRC outperforms its counterpart since it spends less than 2% 
on the overall administrative cost (see Exhibit 6) and incurs no fund raising cost 
under heavy government subsidy. Some US charity organizations shift their fund 
raising cost into categories like public education or community services to make 
a good book looking. Such instances do have an implication that public education 
or community services is also a promising means to tap both human and financial 
resources. 
With reference to the U.S. charitable organizations which usually lower 
their fund raising cost to 10%, and raise their expenditure on public education 
as high as to 10%, HKRC spends less than 7.5% on Youth and Welfare services 
) ( s ee Exhibit 7). Hence HKRC still has room to expand under this category. 
Moreover, even it has attained credibility through truly operating under 
its Principles without any promotion scheme, HKRC may enhance its image by 
adopting some marketing strategies as those adopted in its blood collection 
19 James S. Larson, "Charitable Organizations: Which 
are Most Deserving?", International J ournal_of_Publ ic 
Administration, Vol:9, 1987, pp.331-350. 
20
 Dit to. 
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activities in order to develop its future resources. 
3 ABOUT CONTROL 
^ I 、 
Having operated for forty years, HKRC is now in its late formalization 
stage and facing the elaboration stage ahead. In addition to the feedbackward 
and the feedforward functions of information in control system, information 
processing is also a key element in this stage of life cycle. During this period, it 
involves the installation and use of control and information
21
. 
Information is costly. Administrative cost should be increased in order to 
seek for more internal and external, quantitative and qualitative information. 
Focus on information administration has its urgency and also comply with the 
Society's principles: "With regard to expenditure it is important to consider not 
only expenditure on services but also expenditure to strengthen the organization 
that is expected to deliver the services. This may involve planned maintenance 
of vehicles,upgrading buildings to make them attractive and welcoming, 
consideration of staff required to support volunteers effectively as well as 
training and expenses for the volunteers themselves."
2 
21
 Robert E.Quinn and Kim Cameron, "Organizational Life 
Cycles and Some Shift ing Cri ter ia of Effectiveness: Some 
Preliminary Evidence", Management Science, Vol:29' 1983, 
pp.33-51, and Larry E. Greiner, "Evolution and Revolution 
as Organizations Grow", Harvard Business Review, Vol:50, 
1972, pp.37-46. 
22
 The Bri t ish Red Cross Operating Manual, Part 2, Jun 
1990, Section 11, p.31. 
29 
With administrative cost less than 2%, HKRC may invest and improve its 
information system. Furthermore, to plan under high environmental uncertainly, 
formal models and statistical techniques are eagerly demanded and can facilitate 
administration heads.Integration of them would be helpful in co-ordinating the 
increased diversity of operation. -
4 FINAL REMARKS 
HKRC obtains and assesses information through a pool of distinguished 
information committees, but its access to key informants is still considered as 
limited. Combination with other approaches: survey on general population and 
subpopulation, survey on service providers, survey on donor opinions, statistics 
on service, and organizing public meetings can be very effective in contributing 
to an understanding of social needs
23
. 
During the study of this case, it is found that, in Hong Kong, there is lack 
) of any watchdog agency, such as NIB in U.S. Though the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Services has started collecting data and conducting studies, social surveys 
conducted, such as that done by the Voluntary Association, is quite rare. 
However as such an affluent and stable society'as Hong Kong, social research has 
its important implication on community improvement. Especially, when 
government spending is heavy on social welfare services which cannot be easily 
measured by quantified items, social research has its urgency. Statistics on 
23
 Cary A. Tobin, Social Planning and Human Service 
Delivery in the Voluntary Sector, US: Greenwood Press, 
1985, pp.167-177. 
30, 
voluntary sector, a study on the posture and motive of volunteers, a study on the 
role of the voluntary organizations in community, or a comparative study among 
voluntary organizations is helpful for the exploratory study on this sector. 
'• I . 
31, 
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Fundamental P r inc ip l e s of the Red Cross Appendix 1 
The .following Fundamental Principles, which were redefined and adopted at 
the XXVth International Conference of the Red Cross held in October 1986, 
.are •“ binding on all components of the International \ Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement and on all individual members-:-—..—:.:.. 
HUMANITY "*t •‘ < . 一 
K The International .Red Cross , and Red . Crescent Movement, born of a 
. . . desire to bring assistance. without ： discrimination .to the wounded on -
the battlefield, endeavoursin i ts international and national 
capacity, to prevent and alleviate human suffering wherever i t may 
； be found. . Its purpose is to protect l ife and health and to ensure 
respect for the human being. I t promotes ;mutual understanding, 
friendship, co-operation and lasting peace amongst all peoples• 
•. • • . . . • •、 ： 
IMPARTIALITY 
I t makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious 
beliefs, class or political opinions• It endeavours only to relieve 
: the suffering of individuals, ‘ being guided solely by their needs, 
and to give priority to the* most urgent cases of distress • 
. I _ • • ' „ 
' NEUTRALITY . •卜：… “ • 
• « 
In order to continue to enjoy the confidence of all, the Movement 
may not take sides in hostilities or engage at any time in • 
controversies of a political, racial, religious, , or ideological 
nature • 
.INDEPENDENCE -.,,. s 
. • • . •: I* • V : : • ; . 
The Red Cross is - independeivb, . The National Societies, while 
auxiliaries in the humanitarian services of their governments and . 
: . subjec t to the laws of their respective ^ countries, must always 
maintain their autonomy so that they may be"able at all times to-act 
in accordance' with the Principles of the Movement. - 二 ； 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE 
工七 is a voluntary relief movement not prompted in any manner- by 
desire for gain. 
UNITY 
There can be only one Red Cross or one Red Crescent Society in any 
one country... It. must... be open. . t a . . a l l m u s t carry on its 
humanitarian work throughout i ts territory. .‘
4：'.1 • • ::... 
. • 
UNIVERSALITY ..,-. . 
• • . • 
The International Red Cross- and Red Crescent. Movement, in which： all 
^ Societies' have equal status and share equal . responsibilities and 
duties in helping%each other is worldwide." ' " . •，•、 ‘ j . 
Source: Hong Kong Red Cross 
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HKRC Ordinance, 1976 Appendix 3 
BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY (HONG K O N G Ord. No . 73/76 A367 
BRANCH) . 
H O N G K O N G 
• No. 73 O F 1976 
© " ' • I assent. 
I I I 
D E N Y S ROOCRTS , 
, Acting Governor. •« 
, 25th November, 1976. 
An Ordinance to further and protect the activities in Hong Kong of the 
British Red Cross Society, and to incorporate the Hong Kong Branch 
thereof. 
[26th November, 1976] 
Enacted by the Governor of Hong Kong, with the advicc and consent 
of the Legislative Council thereof. 
1 . This Ordinance may be cited as the British Red Cross Society Short utic. • 
(Hong Kong Branch) Ordinance 1976. 
2. In this Ordinance, unless the context otherwise requires~~ in te rpre ta t ion . 
"Char ter" means the Royal Charter dated the 3rd Sepcembcr 190S and all 
Supplemental Charters, granted to the Socicty; ’ 
"Hong Kong Branch" means the Hong Kong Branch of the Society; 
"Society" means the British Red Cross Society incorporated by Royal 
Charter dated the 3rd September 1908. . 、 
3. No person shall, cxccpt with the authority of the Society or the Unauthorized 
Hong Kong Branch, distribulc or sell or expose for sale— 二二工？ 
(a) any badge, token or emblem specifically adopted by the Society 
or the Hong Kong Branch for use by members thereof; or . 
(A) any badge, token or emblem containing the words "The British • 
Red Cross Society" or "The British Red Cross Society (Hong 
Kong Branch)" or "Hang Kong Red Cross" or the characters 
"英國江十字贪"or “英國肛十宇贪（香港分食)"or “苍•港讧十字窗 
4. No person shall, cxcept with the authori ty of the Society or the Unauthor ized 
. H o n g Kong Branch or with lawful authority or lawful excusc, have in his 
possession— , 
(a) any badge, token or emblem specifically adopted by the Society 
or the Hong Kong Branch for use by members thereof; or 
(厶）any badge, token or emblem containing the words ' T h e British ‘ 
Red Cross Society" ,or "The British Red Cross Society (Hong 
( Kong Branch)" o r "Hong Kong Red Cross" or the characters 
••英國江十字贪”or "英國讧十字畲(香港分會)"or " 香 港 扛 十 字 贫 ; 
5. No person shall without lawful authori ty or lawful excuse have Unau thor i zed 
in his possession^- „ 
(a) any device which so closely resembles any badge, token or emblem 冗 二 1 n s : 
specifically adopted by the Society or the Hong Kong Branch for 
use by members thereof as to lead to the belief that the device in 
question is such badge, token or emblem; or 
36, 
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(b) any badge, token or emblem containing any words or characters 
so closcly resembling any words or charactcrs ordinarily used to 
dcscribc any member of the Socicty br the Hong Kong Branch as 
to be calculatcd to deccivc or mislead. 、‘ 、 
Unauthorized 6. (1) No person shall form, or work in connexion with, or be a 
bodies. member of— 
⑷ 1 any organization which without authority from the Socicty or the 
Hong K.ong Branch claims or purports to be the Socicty or the 
Hong Kong Branch or the Hong Kong Red Cross; 
j (b) any organization, other than the Society or the Hong Kong 
！ Branch, which uses the title of the Society or the Hong Kong 
: Branch or Hong Kong Red Cross or the equivalent Chinese title 
j therefor or any title in any language which，with or without addi-
； tional words or characters, so closely resembles any of the said 
titles as to be calcuJatcd to deccivc or mislead; or 
f
 (c) any organization which, by the use of any such title or otherwise, 
without due authority, purports or claims to be connected with the 
Socicty or the Hong Kong Branch. 
(2) No person, olhcr than a member of the Socicty or the Hong Kong 
Dranch. shall wear or use any uniform or equipment of the Socicty, or the 
Hong Kong Branch. . 
Offcnca and 7. Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of section 3, 
penalty. section 4, section 5, or section 6 shall be guilty of an offence and shall 
be liable on conviction to a fine of S1,000. 
IncorporailoQ. 8. The President, the Chairman, the Director, the Honorary Treasurer 
and the Secretary for the time being of the Hong Kong Branch shall be a ' 
body corporate, hereinafter callcd
 M
the Corporation", and shall" have the 
name "The British Red Cross Society (Hong Kong Branch)", and in that 
name shall have perpetual succcssion and may sue and be sued in ail 
courts and shall have and may use a common seal. 
Vcstinf o( 9. On the commencement of this Ordinance、all those pieces or 
j property. parcels of ground specified in the Schedule, together with ali，rights, casc-
Schcduic. ments and appurtenances thereto belonging, shall vest in the 'Corporation 
； for the unexpired residue of the respective term of years created by the 
Crown Lease or Conditions of Grant specified in relation thereto, subject 
to payment of the rent and performance of the covenants and conditions 
reserved by and contained in the said Crown Leases and Conditions of 
Grant . 
Powers of 10. (1) The Corporation shall have power to acquirc, acccpt leases 
Corporation. of, purchase, take, hold, and enjoy any lands, buildings, messuages or 
tenements of what nature or kind soever and wheresoever situate, and also , 
to invest moneys upon mortgage of any lands, buildings, messuages or 
. tenements, or upon the mortgages, debentures, stocks, funds, shares or 
1
 securities of any government, municipality, corporation or company, and 
j also to purchase, acquire and possess vessels, goods and chattels of what 
j ： nature and kind soever. 
(2) The Corporation shall further have power by deed under its seal 
j to grant, sell, convey, assign, surrender, exchange, partition, yield up, mort-
‘ gage, demise, reassign, transfer or otherwise dispose of any lands, buildings, 
！ messuages, tenements, mortgages, debentures, stocks, funds, shares or securi-
ties, vessels, goods or chattels, which arc for the time being vested in or -
belonging to the Corporation upon such terms as to the Corporation may 
seem fit. 
‘ — • IMIMI •MiMMnwjBmwa^waAao-^aia 
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11. AH deeds and other instruments requiring the seal of the Corpora- Execution of 
tion shall be sealed In the presence of. and shall be signed by any two of
 d o c u m c n t i
-
the following: the Prcsidertt, the Chairman, the Director, the Honorary 
Treasurer and the Sccrctary for the time being of the Hong Kong Branch. 
'、 12. All matters of internal management of the Corporation shall be = 二 
： scaled and carried out in accordancc with the Charter and Rules of the m a n " e m c n l ' 
, Socicty and the rules and regulations for the time b a n g of the Hong Kong 
Branch. 
13. Nothing in this Ordinance shall affcct or be deemed to afTcct the Saving. 
; rights of Her Majesty the Queen, Her Heirs or Successors, or the rights of 
^ a n y body politic or corporate or of any olhcr persons cxccpt such -as arc 




SCHEDULE [s. 9.] 
PROPERTY VESTED IN THE CORPORATION 
All those picces or parcels of ground known and registered in the Land 
Office as— 
！ i inland Lot 7966 (Anne Black Red Cross Headquarters; Crown Lease 
； • dated 21.1.1971) 
: 2 Inland Lot 8101 (John F . Kennedy Centre, Sandy Bay; Crown Lease 
dated 2.7.1971) 
3 inland Lot 8265 (Margaret Trench Red Cross School, Sandy Bay; 
• Conditions of Grant No. 9863 dated 10.3.1971) 
4 Kwun Tong Inland Lot 255 (Princess Alexandra Residential School, 
. K w u n Tong; Conditions of Grant No. 7058 dated 9.3.1962) 
Passed by the Hong Kong Legislative Council this 24th day of 
November, 1976. 
* L . T S E ’ 
Clerk to the Legislative Council. 
丁his printed impression has been carefully compared by me 
t' wnh the bill, and is found by me to be a true and correctly 
printed copy of the said hill. 
1 { L. T S E , ' 
Clerk to the Legislative Council. 
m
 ‘ • 
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HONG KONG RED CROSS 
(A Central Council Branch 
of 
The Bri t ish Red Cross Society) 
R U L E S 
(8th November,1990) 
Hong Kong Red Cross Headquarters 
33, Harcourt Road, Hong Kong. 
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RULES OF THE HONG KONG' RED CROSS 一 
. ... ‘.，.’.. y : 一 
• ‘ “ ‘' ‘ t c • • . ,*-. ...., u ,. . •.  • • ‘ ,• 
i . f- • .-‘w、.， . ‘ 
• ；' . . . .: : ‘ . . I'." . . ..、.;:？.‘•::'• . ‘ • 
1 . ⑴ The Hong Kong • Branch of the British. Bed Cross Society (also 
knoWn as the Hong Kong Bed Cross) is*formed for tl^e purpose of 
promoting and furthering in i t s area the objects and purpose of the 
British Red Crosa Society in accordance with such directions as to 
general policy as the British Red'. Cross Society's Council shall 
froni time to tine prescribe. ••*•',、•:': .々:• ^ 
(2) The Hong 
Kong Bed Cross is H Central Council Briunch under the 
Rules of the British Red Cross Society (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Society"). ^ 
> . - .
1
 * /. ‘ ‘ •：. ..-• • • r j ,. , , . 
2. The Hong Kong Red Cross shall consist of menbers of the Society of 
the classes of membership determined by the Society's Council. 
1
 • • • •
 {
 . •‘•’. ； . • ; • :".«%， .. • 
3. The governing body of . the Hong Kon^  Red Cross shall be.a Council 
(hereinafter referred to as "the Council") which shall consist of 
25 persona at the most and 18 persons at the least, cooprising :*• 
i ‘ S 
. • 1 ,.. 
a) The President of the Hong Kong Redl Cross; 、； >、 .、. 
‘ • I ‘ . V :.
!
 • ‘ «' •： • ‘1 ‘ ’. 
• . . I . , .. i •...'： •. 
b) The Chairman of the ！Hong Koiig Red Cross; " . 
I ' • 
c) The Director of the Hong Kong Red Cross: 一 
• j " i* 
d). The Honorary Treasurer of the Hong.Kong Bed Cross； 
• . . . . - . . j •....••«••..、‘.. .； 
e) One representative : each
 :
 of the iiong Kong Government Education 
Department, Department of Health, Social Welfare Department, 
and of the Hospital Authority (hereinafter
 r
 referred to as 
/'Government and Hospital Authority^reprejsentatives"); 
' • ； • ？ ‘ ‘ 
.；. ！ rf . . . ； . . . 
f) Not more than five Assistant Directors j : 
•
 :
 . ...、 * ii •：.‘; ‘；'" . 
g) The executive head of the Hong Koiig Red Cross Blood Transfusion 
Service;. j [；. 
. . .. ' 
h) . One member representative of the yputh membership of the Hong 
Kong Red Cross elected by the? Youth &Welfare Executive 
Committee； and 
.. • 〜 ！ . . . 
i) Other menbers nominated at the Council's discretion in order to 
further . the Society's interests, who shall be elected at the 
Annual Meeting of the Hong Kong Red C r o s s " K : , 、 l 
： « • • .••*.•- . 
4. There may be a Patron and not more Xhan four Vice-Patrons of the 
Hong Kong Red Cross, each of whom is appointed by the Council • 
subject to the approval of the Society's Councili Th6 offices of 
Patron and Vice Patrons shall not 'carry with them any executive 
authority. 卜 ！ 
.• , ， - /* 、 ’ • • • • : ••. 
• • i : • 
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5. The President of the Hong.Kong Red Cross is ex-officio a member of 
the Council and is entitled to attend and vote at all Committees 
and Sub-Connittees of thQ Council. The President is nominated by 
、丨 the Council and, subjectv to the prior approval of the Society's 
Council, i绎 appointed by;the President or the Deputy President of 
the Society. 、 
6. The Chairoan, the Director, the Honorary Treasurer and the 
Assistant Directors of the Hong Kong Red Cross shall be elected by 
the Council at i t s October neeting. Each one shall hold office • 
for a period of three years|and shall be eligible for re-electibn. 
7. Members of the Council referred to in Bule 3(i) shall hold office 
for a period of one year but shall be eligible for re-election. 
• • 1 
8. Any nember of the Council, including the Chairman, who intends to 
resign during his term of office shall give notice of his intention 
to resign to the Secretary at least twenty-eight days before the 
next meeting of the Council: 
ri • 
9. (1) Where the office o《the Chairman becomes vacant, i t may be 
f i l led at any ordinary or extraordinary meeting of the 
Council. The Secretary shall notify in writing al l members 
of the Council of ''such a vacancy not less than twenty-one 
days before the date of the meeting. The names of persons 
whom i t is desired to propose to f i l l the vacancy shall be 
intimated in writing to the Secretary not less than fourteen 
days before the date of the meeting, following which the 
Secretary shall forthwith notify the members of the Council 
* of such nominations.‘ 
(2) Other casual vacancies may be filled by election by the 
Council at any meeting. A person elected to f i l l a casual 
vacancy shall ret ire on the date that the original vacancy 
would expire but would be eligible for re-election. j 
I， ， j 
(3) where a casual vacancy arises to be fil led in accordance with j 
the terms of Rule 3(i), the Council nay appoint a person to 
f i l l such vacancy until the next Annual Meeting. 
• ” ...- ' 
10. At a meeting of the Council eight members shall form a quorum, and 
if neither the Chairman nor the President nor the Director be 
J
 present, the meabers then present shall choose one of their number 
to take the chair. The person who chairs any such meeting shall , 
have a casting as well as an ordinary vote. ] 
11. At least nine meetings of the Council shall be held in each 
calendS year. At or before the September meeting the Honorary 
Treasurer shall submit the Audited Statement of Accounts for the 
previous fiscal year. At the September or October meeting the 
Council shall nominate members referred to in Rule 3(1). 
•， • . 
P.? 
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12• An extraordinary meeting of the Council may be called at any time 
by the Chairman or the President at the request of any eight 
Council members. Except in the case of any emergency calling in 
the opinion of the Chairman or President for immediate action, not 
.less than seven days' notice shall be given of every aeeticg of the 
Council, which notice shall specify the business to be transacted. 
、I • 
13• The Council may at any meeting by resolution remove any member of 
the Council op require any member of the Council to resign whon the 
Chairman or the Director reports is incapable or unwilling to carry 
out the duties of a member of the Council. Not less than one 
Month's notice to every member* of the Council shall be given of the 
intention to consider such a resolution* 
( 
f 14. (1) The Annual Meeting shall be held annually in November. 
V Twenty-one days notice of the meeting shall be given. The 
Annual Meeting shall: 
a) consider and receive the Annual Report 
b) elect members of the Council in accordance with Rule 3(i) 
c) appoint auditors of the Branch for the following year 
(2) The Annual presentation of awards may be aade at the Annual 
Meeting. 
15 • The Director shall be the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Red 
9
r o s s
» and shall be responsible to the Council for the 
implementation of i t s decisions and for the appointment and 
supervision of any supporting staff considered necessary by the 
Council to assist him in such duties. 
16. The Council shall appoint a Secretary. The Secretary shall be 
responsible under the Director and the Chairman for the 
administrative work of the Branch and i t s Committees, 
J Sub-Coamittees and the Advisory Board, and shall perform such other 
duties as may be delegated by the Director or the Chairman. 
( ‘ 
17. There shall be a ComiBittee to be known as the Chairman's Committee 
consisting of the Chairman of the Hong Kong Red Cross, the Director 
and the Honorary Treasurer. The Secretary shall be Secretary of 
the Chairman's Committee. The Chairman's Comaittee shall have 
power to act in an emergency in the name of and on behalf of the 
Council when the Council is not in session and in such matterst not 
including the initiation of new policies« as stay be referred to i t 
by resolution of the Council. The Chairman of the Council, on 
behalf of the said Committee, shall report at each ordinary meeting 
of the Council the actions which the Committee has taken in 






18. (1) The Council may appoint an Advisory Board and such other 
connittees as may fron time to time be considered necessary, 
delegating to then such matters within the Council's powers 
as the Council may consider advisable. Any committee so 
I • appointed shall have the power to co-opt nenbers, who need 
not be members of the Hong Kong Red Cross, not exceeding in 
number one half of i t s appointed membership exclusive of the 
Chairnan, 
(2). Thi Chairman and the Director are ent i t led to attend and vote 
at
{
 a l l Coauaittees and Sub-Conuaittees of the Council. f 
I n 
19. The Council nay by resolution make bylaws to regulate the holding, 
axijourimont, and frequency of neetinga and the conduct of business 
generally, of the CoamUtees and Sub-Conuaittees appointed under the 
provisious of Rule 18(1). •‘ 
20. The powers of the Council shall not be affected by any vacancy in 
i t s Beaberfihip or any minor irregularity in the convening of any 
neeting thereof. 
21 Every mesber and staff member of the Hong Kong Red Cross shall 
• be indennified out of i t s funds to pay all costs, losses and 
expenses which . such 丨eaber or staff aenber may incur or become 
liable tot by reason of any contract entered into or any act done 
as 8 U Ch Keaber or staff aember or in any way in the discharge of 
his duties and in connection with which he has not been guilty of 
any negligence, default, breach of trust or breach of duty. 
\ 
,22. In these Sules reference to the singular shall, where necessary, 
include the plural, and reference to the masculine shall include 
the feoiuine, and reference to days shall aean calendar days. 
23. The Council Bay from time to tine and as i t considers appropriate, ^ 
on the basis of a two-thirds majority of i t s full menbershxp 
repeal, amend or add to these Rules or vary then, subject to 
approval of‘the Society's Council. 
•• ！ 
24. The aeobera of the Branch Conaittee of the Hong Kong RedCross ‘ 
inoediatoly before the coBoencenent of these Rules shall be the 
a e ^ r s of the Council and shall hold office as if they have been 
appointed or 'elected, as the case may be, in accordance with these 
Bules. 
25. These Rules shall come into force after the conclusion of the 
Annual General Meeting for the year 1989/90. , 
本本本本本本本本4：«拿本本本本本 
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Questions se t fo r Blood Transfusion Service Appendix 5a 
To: Blood Transfusion Service Governing Committee 
Attn: 
From: Ms. Tam Yin-mui, Hay 
I am a MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
now, ‘doing a case study on Hong Kong Red Cross. X appreciate the 
support of Hong Kong Red Cross to f a c i l i t a t e my research 
pro jec t , and the e f fo r t of Mrs. Fu to arrange an interview with 
you. The questions l i s t ed below are drafted to my understanding 
and will be used in the interview. I would like to have your 
precious opinions on them. Thank you for your kind 
consideration. 
Questions : 
What i s the mission, or the role of the committee? 
What i s the committee、structure? (May I have some demographic 
data of your members.) 
How does the committee find out the social needs? How does i t 
set up the p r i o r i t i e s ? Is there any information scheme in place? 
Does the committee have any form of plan? If any, how i s i t 
worked out? How far does i t plan? To what extent does the 
council involve in the planning process? On the other hand, to 
what extent do the committee members involve in the process? 
What i s the current plan of your committee? What will be the 
impact of being subvented by the Hospital Authority? What i s the 
policy on the al locat ion of blood units? 
Is there any budget scheme in place? How does the committee 
a t t a in i t s feedback? Are there any performance indicators for 
evaluation? 
How does the committee a t t a in i t s feedback? In what form,, and 
how often, does the information flow between the committee and 
the headquarters? 
What are the .committee
1
s major problems or limitations? 
44, 
Questions se t fo r Red Cross Schools Appendix 5b. 
To: Schools Management committee 
Attn: Miss Judy Seto 
Prom: Ms. Tarn Yin-mui, May 
'‘ I 、 
I am a MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
now doing a case study on Hong Kong Red Cross. I appreciate the 
support of Hong Kong Red Cross to f a c i l i t a t e my research 
pro jec t , and the e f fo r t of Mrs. Pu to arrange an interview with 
you. The questions l i s t ed below are drafted to my understanding 
and will be used in the interview. I would l ike to have your 
precious opinions on them. Thank you for your kind 
consideration• 
Questions； 
What i s the mission, or the role of the committee? 
What i s the committee
1
 s s tructure? (May I have some demographic 
data of your members). What d i s t inc t ive features does the Red 
Schools have as compared with other special educational schools? 
How does the committee find out the social needs? How does i t 
set up the p r i o r i t i e s ? Is there any information scheme in place? 
Does the committee have any form of plan? If any, how i s i t 
worked out? How far does i t plan? To what extent does the 
council involve in the planning process? On the other hand, to 
what extent do the committee members involve in the process? 
What i s the current operation plan of your committee? 
Is there any budget scheme in place? How does the committee work 
out i t s budget? Are there any performance indicators for 
evaluation? 
How does the committee a t t a in i t s feedback? In what form,- and 
how often, does the information flow between the committee and 
the headquarters? 
What are the committee's major problems or l imitations? 
45 
Questions se t for Youth and Welfare Service Appendix 5c 
To: The Youth and Welfare Executive Committee 
Attn: Miss Christine Fang . 
From: Ms. Tam Yin-mui # May 
I am a MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
now doing a case study on Hong Kong Red Cross. I appreciate the 
support of Hong Kong Red Cross to f a c i l i t a t e my research 
projec t , and the e f fo r t of Mrs. Fu to arrange an interview with 
you. The questions l i s t ed below are drafted to my understanding 
and will be used in the interview. I would like to have your 
precious opinions on them. Thank you for your kind 
consideration. 
Questions: 
What i s the mission, or the role of the committee? 
What i s the committee's structure? (May I have some demographic 
data of your members.) 
What will be viewed as the committee
1
s strength, for example, 
hard-core goal, human resources, financial resources, image? 
What d i s t inc t ive features does the committee have as compared 
with other social welfare societ ies? 
How does the committee find out the social needs? How does i t 
set up the p r io r i t i e s ? Is there any information scheme in place? 
Does the committee have any form of plan? If any, how is i t 
worked out? How far does i t plan? To what extent does the 
council involve in the planning process? On the other hand, to 
what extent do the committee members involve in the process? 
What i s the current plan of your committee? What i s the 
committee
1
s target member? Does i t has any incentive scheme in 
place? 
Is there any budget scheme in place? How does the committee work 
out i t s budget? How does the committee judge the quality of i t 
services? Are there any performance indicators for evaluation? 
How does the committee a t ta in i t s feedback? In what form, and 
how often, does the information flow between the committee and 
the headquarters? 
What are the committee
1
s major problems or limitations? 
r 
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Interview Record with Mrs. Fu Appendix 5d 
Date: 24th Jan 1992 
Time: 2:30-4:OOp.m. 
Place: HKRC Headquarters 
Interviewee: Mrs. Anita Fu -
Interviewer: Ms . Tarn Yin-mui 
1 What i s the community role of the Hong Kong Red Cross? . 
As an emergent society, i t u t i l i z e s i t s voluntary manpower and、. 
f lex ib le s t ruc ture to meet the changing social welfare needs of 
the community. 
2 What are the advantages of . being upgraded to Central Council 
Branch? 
Central Council Branch i s recognized by Bri t ish HDQTRS as 
independent of operation and with higher degree of autonomy. In 
fac t , HKRC has been operating in th i s way for years. Therefore, 
fur ther benefi t of being upgraded has not been realized yet. 
3 What s t ruc tura l feature f a c i l i t a t e s i t s creativeness and 
f l ex ib i l i t y ? 
Owing to the voluntarism of par t ic ipant , the mobility of the 
managing group i s great . On the other hand the group is 
constantly v i t a l i zed and currently re f l ec t s the social needs. The 
organization i s basical ly decentralized into committees and hence 
makes i t more f l ex ib le to emergent events. However, a small 
managing team faces some d i f f i c u l t i e s when deals with a large 
pool of member. 
4 What i s the policy-making mechanism? 
It i s a two way mechanism; from the council to the committee and 
the reverse. There are regular monthly meetings for . the council' 
chaired by the chairman and attended by honourary treasurer , 
secretary, committee chairman. Chairman^s committee conducts 
emergent meeting when i t i s necessary. 
r 
47, 
5 Has i t any f inancial problem? 
As Hong Kong i s prosperous and helping others i s part of our 
cul ture , so far no major f inancial problem i s encountered. 
Neither programmes are withdrawn because of the lack of fund. 
Funds are usually raised among corporations or charity 
communities. No fund i s raised on an individual level . 
6 What p r io r i t y will be given to services? 
Services will be given for the sake of the community and in 
compliance with the mission of the HKRC. 
7 On what basis i s the al locat ion of f inancial resources? 
Government subventions from various department are denoted to 
pa r t i cu la r services . Other emergent cost i s drawn from the 
general found donated by charity community and big corporations 
through the channel of the distinguished members in the advisory 
board. For instance, when the blood transfusion committee '» 
encountered with the need of checking hepa t i t i s C during blood 
col lec t ion , HKRC iden t i f i ed i t s emergency and invested the 
hepa t i t i s C checking equipment with i t s capital donated in 1992 
before the concurrent government subvention promised to pay in 
1993. 
t 8 What will be the new challenges in your point of view? 
Po l i t i ca l impact i s not so important as one-country-two-system 
i s being real ized and the basic law i s being implemented. To i t s 
advantage, i t s independence and competence of performance are 
recognized by the China Red Cross and I.C.R.C. through years of 
in te rac t ion . Further to our advantages i s the location of the Far 
East Region Quarter of I .C.R-:C. in Hong Kong. For the time being, 
the changes-in soc ia l , economic and population s t ructures as well 
as the value of Hong Kong people are our concern. For example, 
the decrease of multi-handicapped people, challenges the special 
education to improve f a c i l i t y rather than to increase capacity,. 
The s table supply of blood collect ion urges the committee to 
improve technique in blood checking and also the change of 
population s t ruc ture required our social service
1
 oriented towards 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Youth and Welfare System Chart Appendix 1 
HONG KONG RED CROSS 、< 、 
YOUTH AND WELFARE COMMITTEE 
COMMITTEE SYSTEM (excluding Ad-hoc Committee) 
Youth & Welfare Youth & Welfare 
Advisory Carmittee Executive Carmittee 
Consultative Panel Administration Office 
i 
H J 
Co-ordination Meetings 、 Divisional Management Meetings 
a) Activities a) Hang Kong Division 
b) On Voluntary Aid Detachments b) Kowloon Division 
c) On Cadet Units (by Districts) C) New Territories Division. 
d) On Junior Links r 
‘ ^ 
Staff Meetings 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Expenditure of Social Welfare Department, 89/90 Exhibit 1 
p f f Q . , , 讚 、 \ Departmental Expe (13%) 
• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ - — —
1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
% i i i i i i p i i i i i f . 
^ i l l l ( i p r SubvendontoVoiuntar(24%) 
Source: Hong Kong Census & Statistics Department 
Item Amou 门 t($'000> 
Departmental Expenditure 538287 
Payments for Social'Security S chemes 2632988 
Subvention to Voluntary Agencies 984191 
r 
5 2 
Blood Transfusion Service, Income 90/91 Exhibit 2 
r e s t ( 0
.
2 % ) 
Source: Annual Report of Hong Kong Red Cross 19.90-.91 
Source Amount($) 
Revenue - Charges for blood bags 12849032 
日ank interest 115747 




Red Cross Schools, Income 90/91 Exhibit 3 
I I . 
I 
Government Subventi (98.9%) 
I 
Source: Annual Report of Hong Kong Red Cross 1990-91 
Source Amount($) 
Revenue — Boarding^fees 399150 
Bank interest 6989 




General Fund, Income 90/91 Exhibit 4 
、‘ G ° V e r n m e n t S u b v e n t i 0 n Bank interest (1.5%) 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • S l l l i S l i f i i 
Others (49.2%) 
Source: Annual Report of Hong Kong Red Cross 1.990-.91 
Source Amount($) 
Revenue 一 Course fees & other revenue 1395223 
Bank interest
 1 4 0 1 7 5 
Government Subvention 一 Social Welfare Dept , Hospital Services Dept, 3313649 
Recreation & Cultural Branch 
Others - Community Chest 4700768 
Total 9
5 4 9 8 1 5 
/ 
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Demographic data , 1981 Exhibit 5a 
Age Distribution 1981 
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I。 :：：!!：1；：1：：：：:； pii:ilin::i|i ii I： ： |iiO!iiliiii] I：：：：：：； liiiliii§l?| ||：：：：1：：：：：|| 
l i i i 讓 l i n i p ] 闘 圖 i r ‘“； 
5 - i l l 111111 S _ _ _ _ l v ^ p i i p _ _ 
锁:iii溃 plinHln ![!：!：!：!：；；! |iippp!__ ^ 讓 照韶_纖瞵 NlHi !iH=； ！ !：1 
piidllll _ _ l i s t a 111111 1111111 I l l l l l l 
a ••卜 ‘ 1 " " — SO—5^  >—00 
0
 < = 1 9 20 -29 30 -39 ^ 
I I Sample •• Population 
Source: Association for Volunteer Service 




u l a t i o n
. 
7 1 ^ 9 17( 3.2%) 1849200(18.4%) 
2 0 - 2 9 154(26.6%) 1111700(11.4%) 
3 0 - 3 9 113(21.0%) 673400( 7.2%) 
4 0 - 4 9 86(16.0%) 530100( 5,7%) 
5 0 - 5 9 100(18.6%) 487400( 4.9%) 
> = 6 0 68(12.6%) 531600( 4.5%) 
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Demographic data , 1981 Exhibit 5a 
Sex Distribution 1981 
6 0 , ； 
！ a j 
^ •• • ！“ ：“ •• : • ⑴ " ⑶ _ 丨 _ 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 _ 丨 _ _ 丨 丨^ 
^ mijHHHjjiim 苗招 jmm 沿 ：‘闲…绍…招…?…::中 iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii …iHUHiH…iHH 中 …… 
jiHiijiHiHii^ilpii^ nin pip,舉 jHjppMiHpnij”nHjpi 闭印i”中Hi 三！…！中！… 
^ ^ ^ 30 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 難丨___⑴ _丨丨胃!丨胃yy丨Hy丨丨⑴丨丨___丨_丨辑_镇!丨 
1 二二！二二二”二！：二：二！二=二二！：二！二 二=2:=:=:=:二二JJ.n 'nilSItlJJJJJJIIill lJIIIIII.I = 
::::::::::ss：：：：：：：^：：：：；：：：：：：^ ::HHU:nH:r:H::r:i;n：：：：：：：： ！：由三 
i!二SJ二SmS二Sd?{二Sim^S-J二SSSSS 二二二jj^ jljj^ jlj^ j^ : ••••••••••••••^•••••JJJJJJJ^jmjjjjjj* I l t ^ j j t ； ^ 
20 ji二二二二二S2SS二二二二二二二二；•r'jJl'i"J*I• •••  二•二S^召•jljl'ljljjjt^ljljrjtjljljtjl'l'l't；!；!;" 
！ . 丨醜ii賺ii賺細y 關細赚丨丨丨賺細賺銷… 
• , — ： 丨 _ _ _ 二 ： … 
… 卜 ； 。 _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
male female 
I11H Sample [Ulill Population 
Sourcc: Association of Volunteer Service 
Hong Kong Census 4c Statistics Department 
Sample Population 
Male 237(45.5%) 2699700(52.1%) 
Female 284(54.5%) 2483700(47.9%) 
Total 521(100%) 5183400(100%) 
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Demographic data , 1981 Exhibit 5a 
Economic Activity Distribution 1981 
S a m p l e 
Working (55.7%) 
• / A . 
p J I S i T ^ ^ ^ 。 t h — ) 
丨 R e t i r e d (6.6%) 
Homcmakcr (36.5%) 
Source: Association for Volunteer Scrvice 
P o p u l a t i o n 
Working (¢7.1%) ^ ^ ^ j s g j i p l l l l ^ ； ^ 
• 圖 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I — ^ ^^ H，霞—丨 
Homemaker (17.«%) 
Sourcc: Hong Kong Census <Jt Statistics Department 
/ 
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Expenditure of HKRC on Ac t i v i t i e s , 90/91 Exhibit 6 
Expendi ture Distribution 
100, 順 
吟 賺 j —— 
90 _ _i_ nil ..,、__:、： 
80 - j|| | | _ _ 、 m i 
70 - I I I _ _ III 
60 - jj|||| _ _ _JJ| 
50 - _ _ ‘ _ _ _ _ 
40 - IIUII ‘ llll | | | | 
30 - _ _ |U| lUI 
20 - m nil _ _ 
lo — m i iiiii _ _ 
0 ISi驰ifihym:』 洛沿乐胡 ；：?^.•；»；；-.：：讓雜;:丨 
Blood Transfosioo Seiv 
Red Cro»» Schoob G«n«ral Fond 
H I Administration cost B Services cost 
Source: Annual Report of Hong Kong Re4 Cross 1590- 91 
Blood Transfusion Service Red Cross Schools General Fund 
Administration 1926816 151499 271045 
Services 69852844 45965183 9637168 
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Financial Allocat ion of HKRC, 90/91 Exhibit 7 
,, 已lood Transfusion Service 
(56.5%) 
^ i i — 1 8 1 ^ . 
i^ s:sss::ss:ss5s:K:|{ 
玆nSHHHHSHnS玆5S玆玆5玆玆兹5$珏玆玆玆5玆《玆5珏5«转日玆玆§@§||转转 
| • 國 _ ！ 国 _ 国 _ _ _ ^ 
General Fund 
Red Cross S c h o o l s ( 腿 ) 
Source:Ansual Report of Hong Kong Red Croes 1590-91 
Activities Amount($) 
Blood Transfusion Service 71935876 
Red Cross Schools 45889354 
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